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theoretical, analytical and/or numerical models, completely based on General Relativity (GR), and 
relativistic  attitude (satellite or ground based observers) for increasingly accurate astronomical data

micro-arcsecond accuracy + dynamic 
gravitational fields = relativistic models to 

reconstruct the propagation of light, from the 
observer to the star 

M. Crosta et al. “General relativistic observable for gravitational astrometry in the context of the 
Gaia mission and beyond”.  Phys. Rev. D 96 (2017), p. 104030

the trajectories of photons emitted by the stars 
  - null geodesics - 

should be as fundamental  as 

the equation of stellar evolution! 

Gaia&GaiaNIR : The Era of Relativistic Astrometry
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Barycentric Celestial Reference System
The BCRS is a particular reference system in the curved space-time  
       of the Solar system

• One can use any 

• but one should fix one : 

ICRF by VLBI
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Ephemeride Astrometry
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Credits:
ESA/Gaia/DPAC

The (Celes&al) Sphere Reduc&on/Reconstruc&on is Gaia’s primary objec&ve 
first direct materializa&on of a dense absolute reference frame at visual bands  

one of the most important fundamental physics task  
 quasi-inertial kinematically non-rotating global op&cal frame meeting the ICRS prescriptions/IAU recommendations

the Consortium constitued for the 
Gaia data reduction (DPAC)  

agreed to set up, respectively, two 
independent global sphere solutions:  

AGIS and GSR

2 independent GR models: 

GREM (Gaia RElativistic Model) 

RAMOD (Relativistic Astrometric MODel)

reference frame
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first direct materializa&on of a dense absolute reference frame at visual bands  

one of the most important fundamental physics task  
 quasi-inertial kinematically non-rotating global op&cal frame meeting the ICRS prescriptions/IAU recommendations

the Consortium constitued for the 
Gaia data reduction (DPAC)  

agreed to set up, respectively, two 
independent global sphere solutions:  

AGIS and GSR

2 independent GR models: 

GREM (Gaia RElativistic Model) 

RAMOD (Relativistic Astrometric MODel)

reference frame

Italian Data Processing Center

Size at completion ~  2 PB 

Gaia Data Processing 
and Analysis 

Consortium (DPAC)
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RAMOD is a framework of general relativistic astrometric models with increasing 
intrinsic accuracy, adapted to many different observer’s settings, interfacing 
numerical and analytical relativity 

 fully based on alghorithms in General Relativity (GR)  -> no a priori 
approximations, top-down approach  

 simultaneous observations in a curved  space-time ->  GR protocol  
measurements 

direct comparison with TTF approach

stellar direction in pN

•  de Felice F., Crosta M., Vecchiato A. 
and Lattanzi M. G., Astrophys. J., 607  
(2004) 580 

• Crosta M., Geralico A., Lattanzi M. G. 
and Vecchiato A., Phys. Rev. D, 96 
(2107) 104030. 

• S. Bertone et al. ,2014 Class. Quantum 
Grav. 31 015021 

• Klioner S. A., Astron. Astrophys., 404 (2003) 783.  

GREM,   
baselined for the Astrometric Global Iterative Solution  for Gaia (AGIS), based 
on post-Newtonian approximations

GREM observed direction converts into a coordinate one via several steps , which 
separate the effects of the aberration, the gravitational deflection, the parallax, 
and proper motion-> bottom-up approach

aberrated (gravitational) 
direction
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 ASTROROGRAwANT 

ASTROmetric GRAvitational Wave ANTenna 

1
2

M.Crosta,  M.G. Lattanzi,  C. Leponcin-Lafitte, M. Gai, 
Q. Zhaoxiang, A.Vecchiato, On the principle of 
Astrometric Gravitational Wave Antenna, 2021 under 
review process, https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.12760.pdf

 

New concept stemming from our general relativistic models developed for Gaia 


AstroGraWAnt is based on close pairs of point-like sources as natural antenna 
"arms" to record the very tiny variations in their angular separations induced by 
passing gravitational waves (GWs): all-differential formulation of the astrometric 
observable

ψ1,2 = ψSS
1,2 + δψGW

1,2

δψGW
1,2 ≪ 1

XXV SIGRAV Conference, Crosta. 4-11 September 2023 

cos ψ1,2 = gαβ(ℓ̄α
1ℓ̄β

2)obs

gαβ = gSS
αβ + hGW

αβ

M.Crosta, Rivista del Nuovo Cimento 42, 10 (2019)

Gaia&GaiaNIR
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New GW observable

δψ̂GW
1,2 (ti) = −

ηαβ(ℓ̄α
10

δℓβ
2 + ℓ̄α

20
δℓβ

1 )obs + hGW
αβ ℓ̄α

10
ℓ̄β

20

sin(ψSS
1,2)

+ O(h2)

Telescope optical resolutionunperturbed star direction

GW Strain 
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   the 3 perturbed angles in the three orthogonal directions are 
directly linked to the GW strain        -> source direction!

  the GW observability is AMPLIFIED through a factor 
depending on the angle between the unperturbed directions to 
star-like objects that acts as a ``signal amplifier'' for the GW 
detection, limited only by the resolving power of the optics 
 mitigation of high perturbative terms; large number of null 
geodesics, link the properties of a GW source with extensive 
statistic; avoid satellite’s attitude 

resolution limit. 0.01’’ (HST)

along the z direction 

A+ ∼ 10−18, frequency 1000 Hz, 

supernova, fGW = 103 Hz 

GW

δψGW ≪ ψSS

with

 implementing multiple (at least 3) line-of-sights within a 
relatively compact configuration

𝛿𝜓𝐺𝑊
𝑎,𝑏 (𝑡)~

h𝐺𝑊
(𝑜𝑏𝑠)(𝑡; 𝑎, 𝑏)
sin(𝜓𝑆𝑆

𝑎,𝑏 )

Avantages in using close pairs of stars:

The New Observable: 
Three lines-of-sight for GW discrimination and full characterization (including ‘phase closure’, i.e. 

direction) 
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Milky Way observable volume

hgw
c ∼ −

4μMG2

rlc4
Ac

ωk =
GM
l3

, ωGW = 2ωk

M = m1 + m2, μ =
m1m2

M

F. Santucci, M. Crosta, M.G. Lattanzi in submission

Spectral Density Function of the Astrometric 
Gravitational Wave Antenna I. 
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Spectral Density Function of the Astrometric 
Gravitational Wave Antenna I. 

 AstroGraWAnt  can pinpoint GW source direction to unprecedented, sub-arcsecond, precision as a game 
changer in multi-wavelength/multi-messenger identification and astrophysical characterization campaigns 

  
 ->  GW sentinel to build statistic on event rate (“survey” of GW sources)
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Figure 5: Spectral Density: caso2

Figure 6: A=caso1, B=caso2

6

A.  𝜆 = 5 × 10−7𝑚,    𝐷 = 2.4 𝑚 (𝐻𝑆𝑇 ),      𝜙 = 106/(𝑠 𝑚2)
𝜆 = 5 × 10−7𝑚,    𝐷 = 1.4 𝑚,                  𝜙 = 108/(𝑠 𝑚2),   𝐿 = 30𝑚B.

2 apertures with diameter D separated by a baseline of length L

,  photon flux representatives for solar-type stars𝜙

F. Santucci, M.Crosta, MG Lattanzi et al. 

 Output of real detector: 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑡) = h𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑡) + 𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑡)
Shot noise gives the minimun of the sensitivity curve for the Astrometric GW Antenna

𝑆𝑛(𝑓 ) =
 𝜆  sin(𝜓𝑆𝑆

1,2 )

𝐷2  𝜙

Noise spectral density due to the shot noise for AstroGraWAnt

AstroGraWAnt represents the “dual” analogue (angular versus linear arms) of the extant linear 
antennas

Interferometer 
δL ∝ hGWL

δL ∝ hGWL

AstroGraWAnt 

δψ ∝
hGW

ψ
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• Gaia actual mission life time (after 3 extensions): 10.6  yrs, i.e., flim  3 x 10-9 Hz + Gaia-NIR

Expected signals of several tens to 
hundreds of µas!  

• Synergies with IPTA and ET (RU- INAF OATo “GW sources survey and signal sentinel”)

Perspectives for the GW astrometric detection with Gaia&GaiaNIR

. 

Methods:  

1.  Analyze through Vectorial Spherical Harmonics the proper motions of millions of QSOs -> GW induced common pattern on proper 
motions 

2. differen&al procedure similar to that of GAREQ experiment with Gaia [Crosta &Mignard, 2006 CQG, Abbas et al., 2021, A&A] to 
monitor angular distances from close Gaia stellar pairs (i.e., observed during the same  transits on focal plane) -> digitally replicate the 
measurement principle of ASTROGRAWANT

Exploit long astrometric time series for millions of sources 
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Gravitational astrometry@Milky Way scale
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A complete GR picture of MW to ensure a coherent Local Cosmology laboratory against which the 
role of gravity in shaping the constituents of our Galaxy can be fully tested



To what extent the MW structure is dictated by GR?

Gravitational astrometry@Milky Way scale
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In general one assumes that: 
gravitational potential or “relativistic effects” at the MW scale are usually “small”, then 
✓negligible..
✓locally Newton approximation is retained valid at each point..

To what extent the MW structure is dictated by GR?

Gravitational astrometry@Milky Way scale
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In general one assumes that: 
gravitational potential or “relativistic effects” at the MW scale are usually “small”, then 
✓negligible..
✓locally Newton approximation is retained valid at each point..

To what extent the MW structure is dictated by GR?

(vGal/c)2 ∼ 0,69 x10-6 (rad) ∼100 mas 

    (vGal/c)3 ∼ 0,57 x10-9 (rad) ∼

the individual astrometric error is  

but

< 100μas
120μas    Lesson from Gaia: For the Gaia-like 

observer the weak gravitational regime 
turns out to be "strong" when one has to 

perform high accurate measurements 

Gravitational astrometry@Milky Way scale
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A complete GR picture of MW to ensure a coherent Local Cosmology laboratory against which the 
role of gravity in shaping the constituents of our Galaxy can be fully tested



In general one assumes that: 
gravitational potential or “relativistic effects” at the MW scale are usually “small”, then 
✓negligible..
✓locally Newton approximation is retained valid at each point..

To what extent the MW structure is dictated by GR?

The small curvature limit in General Relativity  may not coincide with the Newtonian regime

(vGal/c)2 ∼ 0,69 x10-6 (rad) ∼100 mas 

    (vGal/c)3 ∼ 0,57 x10-9 (rad) ∼

the individual astrometric error is  

but

< 100μas
120μas

 -> need to compare the GR model and the classical/(Lambda)-CDM model one for the MW

   Lesson from Gaia: For the Gaia-like 
observer the weak gravitational regime 

turns out to be "strong" when one has to 
perform high accurate measurements 

Gravitational astrometry@Milky Way scale
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A complete GR picture of MW to ensure a coherent Local Cosmology laboratory against which the 
role of gravity in shaping the constituents of our Galaxy can be fully tested



“Classic” Milky Way (MWC) model with Dark matter halo

Newtonian limit applied for Galactic dynamics -> Poisson’s equation

halothin and thick discs +bulge + 

∇2Φtot = 4πG(ρb + ρtd + ρTd + ρh)
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“Classic” Milky Way (MWC) model with Dark matter halo

Newtonian limit applied for Galactic dynamics -> Poisson’s equation

MWC velocity profile 
halothin and thick discs +bulge + 

∇2Φtot = 4πG(ρb + ρtd + ρTd + ρh) V2
c = R (dΦtot /dR)

Parameters: Mb, Mtd, MTd, atd, aTd , bb, bd, ρ0halo and Ah corresponding to the bulge mass, the masses and 
the scale lengths/heights of the thin and thick discs, the halo scale density, and the halo radial scale + g0
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c = R (dΦtot /dR)

Parameters: Mb, Mtd, MTd, atd, aTd , bb, bd, ρ0halo and Ah corresponding to the bulge mass, the masses and 
the scale lengths/heights of the thin and thick discs, the halo scale density, and the halo radial scale + g0

MOND analogue  

gMOND = χ ( gN

g0 ) g0

χ ( gN

g0 ) = (1 − e− gN /g0)−1

VMOND(R, Vbar) =
Vbar

1 − e−Vbar/ Rg0

g0 = (1 . 20 ± 0 . 02)10−10ms−2
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g0 ) = (1 − e− gN /g0)−1

VMOND(R, Vbar) =
Vbar

1 − e−Vbar/ Rg0

g0 = (1 . 20 ± 0 . 02)10−10ms−2

GR metric  for the Milky Way

Einstein’s equations are very difficult to solve analytically and Galaxy is a multi-structured object 
making it even the more difficult to detail a metric for the whole Galaxy
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MOND analogue  

gMOND = χ ( gN

g0 ) g0

χ ( gN

g0 ) = (1 − e− gN /g0)−1

VMOND(R, Vbar) =
Vbar

1 − e−Vbar/ Rg0

g0 = (1 . 20 ± 0 . 02)10−10ms−2

GR metric  for the Milky Way

1. Stationarity and axisymmetry spacetime 

2. Reflection symmetry (around the galactic plane) 

3. Masses inside a large portion of the Galaxy interact only gravitationally and reside far from 

 the central bulge region/ Disc is an equilibrium configuration of a pressure-less rotating perfect fluid 
(GR dust)

Einstein’s equations are very difficult to solve analytically and Galaxy is a multi-structured object 
making it even the more difficult to detail a metric for the whole Galaxy

ds2 = − e2U(dt + Adϕ)2 + e−2U (e2γ(dr2 + dz2) + Wdϕ2) Lewis-Papapetrou class
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Vbar
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GR metric  for the Milky Way

1. Stationarity and axisymmetry spacetime 

2. Reflection symmetry (around the galactic plane) 

3. Masses inside a large portion of the Galaxy interact only gravitationally and reside far from 

 the central bulge region/ Disc is an equilibrium configuration of a pressure-less rotating perfect fluid 
(GR dust)

Einstein’s equations are very difficult to solve analytically and Galaxy is a multi-structured object 
making it even the more difficult to detail a metric for the whole Galaxy

ds2 = − e2U(dt + Adϕ)2 + e−2U (e2γ(dr2 + dz2) + Wdϕ2) Lewis-Papapetrou class Gμν = kTμν

Set of differential equations 
for velocities and density 

Einstein field Eq.s 
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 MCMC fit to the Gaia DR3 data - Classical (MWC), MOND and GR (BG) RC 

Ansatz: the MW rotation curve is geometry driven?
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 MCMC fit to the Gaia DR3 data - Classical (MWC), MOND and GR (BG) RC 

Stars = dust grains in 
axysimmetric and 

stationary spacetime  
(circular motion )

Ansatz: the MW rotation curve is geometry driven?

DR3 sample: 

c o m p l e t e G a i a  
astrometric dataset


3 bands (G, BP, RP)


parallaxes good to 20%


radial velocity with better 
t h a n 2 0 % 
uncertainties 

719143 young disc stars 
within |z| < 1 kpc 
and up to R = 19 
kpc


241’918 OBA stars, 475’520 RGB 
giants, and 1’705 Cepheides 


radial cut at 4.5 kpc  
to avoid the bar influence
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Ø General relativistic model (BG):
• Stationary and axis-symmetric spacetime:
• Pressure-less perfect fluid:
• The corresponding Einstein equations are:

• ZAMO observers: locally non-rotating observers that have no angular momentum relative to flat infinity
and move on worldlines orthogonal to the hypersurfaces t = const. With respect to this class of observers,
the velocity of a co-moving dust particle is:

• The expected velocity is proportional to the off-diagonal term of the spacetime metric: pure GR effect that
we call gravitational dragging.
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• From Gaia DR3, we built rotation curves of the MW from ! = 4.5 kpc to 19 kpc by carefully selecting stellar
populations that best trace the Galactic disc, including 241’918 OBA stars, 475’520 RGB giants and 1’705
Cepheides. RGB and DCEP stars are less affected than OBA objects by local non-axisymmetric perturbations.

• We showed that the general relativistic solution of [5] for an axisymmetric stationary metric coupled with a
pressure-less perfect fluid is consistent with the new analysis based on the latest Gaia data release,
consolidating the findings of [2].

• We also provided up-to-date results for both the classical model with dark matter and MOND: all the three
models can equivalently explain the observed rotational velocities of different MW disc populations, predicting
comparable estimates of the total baryonic mass and non-Newtonian contributions to the velocity profile that
quite favorably compensate the dark matter halo counterpart.

CONCLUSION

Rotation curves constitute the distinctive signature of disc galaxies, and their stellar kinematics traces the
gravitational potential due to different matter components. Therefore, we select 719’143 young disc stars within
|z| < 1 kpc and up to R = 19 kpc from the Gaia DR3, providing a much larger sample of high-quality astrometric
and spectro-photometric data of unprecedented homogeneity. This sample comprises 241’918 OBA stars,
475’520 RGB giants, and 1’705 Cepheides that we use to compare three different dynamical models: a classical
one with a dark matter halo, the MOND analogue, and a general relativistic one derived from a dust disc-scale
metric. The three models are found to explain, with similar quality, the new observed rotational velocities of the
different stellar populations of our Galaxy, providing parameter estimates consistent with previous works.
Moreover, predictions on the total baryonic mass are in agreement between the models, at least within the radial
range covered by our samples. Finally, the geometrical effect is expected to drive the velocity profile from 10-15
kpc outwards, while being responsible for 30-37% of this profile already at the Sun distance, similarly to the halo
contribution in the classical model and the pure Mondian boost in the low acceleration regime. With the best ever
Gaia data at our disposal, we are not yet able to exclude either scenario, as they are statistically equivalent.

ABSTRACT

The ESA Gaia mission delivers highly accurate kinematics of individual stellar components of the Milky Way that
has been processed through general relativistic astrometric models [1]. For consistency, the MW reconstruction
should be treated according to the theory underlining the data analysis: General Relativity (GR). On galaxy scales,
common practice is to consider the Newtonian limit of Einstein’s equations, while general relativistic effects are
intended as weak corrections only. Therefore, in the classical framework, a massive dark matter halo is required
to explain the observed flat profile of galaxy rotation curves. However, the small curvature limit in GR may not
generally coincide with the Newtonian regime, as a general relativistic model for the Milky Way has been
recently found successful in reproducing the observed rotation curve without the need for extra matter [2]. On
the other side, the MOdified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [3] represents one of the most robust alternatives to
dark matter on galaxy scales, since it has provided a remarkable predictive power in explaining several
observational evidences, such as the Baryonic Tully Fisher Relation and the Radial Acceleration Relation. These
reasons should suffice in pushing the investigation of to what extent Newton’s approximation of Einstein’s field
equations represents galactic dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

THREE DYNAMICAL MODELS
Ø Classical model with dark matter (MWC):
• Plummer stellar bulge (2 DoF) + Miyamoto-Nagai thin and thick stellar discs (2 x 3 DoF):

• Navarro-Frenk-White halo (2 DoF):

• The total velocity resulting from the Poisson equation is:
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Ø MOND model:
• The gravitational acceleration is , with

• is tightly constrained by the observed RAR of external galaxies (1 DoF) [4].
• Same modelling of baryonic distribution of the classical model (8 DoF).
• The expected circular velocity is function of the Newtonian one:
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Solution of Balasin and Grumiller (BG, 3 DoF) [5]:
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e⌫(r,z) = e⌫0 Assumed constant and constrained with
the local density at the Sun (1 DoF)
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From ∼33 million stars with high precision astrometry and spectroscopic LOS velocities, we focus on three young
stellar populations, namely:
• O-,B-,A-type stars (OBA) from the Golden Sample, kinematically selected based on the Toomre diagram to

minimize possible halo contaminants. Trigonometric distances with parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Red Giants (RGB) with spectroscopic-derived metallicity [M/H] > −0.5 dex and disc-like kinematics. Only

objects on nearly-circular orbits (eccentricity < 0.1) are retained. Distances from parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Classical Cepheids (DCEP) with distances estimated from photometry.
To avoid the influence of the MW bar, a radial cut at 4.5 kpc is set. The final sample is made of 719’143 stars
including 241’918 OBA, 475’520 RGB and 1’705 DCEP. Average rotation curves are finally derived for each disc
population after binning data along the radial coordinate: as uncertainties, observed velocity dispersions are
considered instead of bootstrapped ones.

DISC TRACERS FROM GAIA DR3

RGB DCEPOBA
Figure 1: Disc populations projected on the

galactic plane. Most of OBA stars are

within 2-3 kpc from the Sun, therefore

local gravitational effects are expected.

RGB giants are typically within 4-5 kpc of

the Sun, while DCEP range up to 20 kpc:

local effects are azimuthally averaged.

The three velocity profiles, estimated with a Bayesian analysis and drawn as the coloured solid lines in Figure 2,
are both good representations of the observed (binned) data. The three models are found to be statistically
equivalent, as their comparisons with the WAIC and LOO tests show almost identical values.

RESULTS

Figure 2: Fitted rotation curves of the three dynamical models. Binned data points for

the full sample of selected disc tracers are represented with corresponding error bars.

The filled areas represent the 68% reliability intervals of each rotation curve; note that

for ! ≲ 4.5 kpc the curves are very uncertain because of the lack of data in that

region. Our Bayesian estimations are in good agreement for all the disc population

utilised, and for the mixtures thereof, in the regions of physical validity of the models.

Figure 3: Corner plots representing the 2D

posterior distributions of the parameters: the

contours indicate the 1# and 2# credible levels.

The marginal posterior distributions of each

parameter against the corresponding prior

distribution (in yellow) are shown on the

diagonal: the dashed lines mark the 1# interval

around the median values (solid lines).

All parameters are consistent with
previous works [1; 6-8], in particular:
• The baryonic matter components

from MWC and MOND are in
agreement; both estimate a total
stellar mass of ~ $ % &'!"(⨀.

• MWC: more extended bulge than
previous assumptions; total virial
mass of ~ 1 % 10$% M⨀.

• Larger value of !out than [2] due to
wider radial coverage of DR3 over
DR2.

• Baryonic mass in agreement
between all three models within the
region of validity of BG (relativistic
mass defined via the Komar integral).

Non-Newtonian contributions to the
rotation curve are consistent with
that of the dark matter halo: they
become predominant on the classical
baryonic counterpart from 10-15 kpc
outwards and, at the Sun distance,
they are responsible for the 30-37% of
the velocity profile.
Figure 4: The Mondian boost ($!""#$%&) in low

acceleration regimes follows from the

expression of V#$%& . The gravitational
dragging contribution of the BG model

( $'(!)*+
) is computed as the difference

between the total BG velocity profile and

the effective Newtonian contribution ($,%*+ ),

i.e., the predicted Newtonian velocity given

by the BG relativistic mass distribution.

W.Beordo, M.Crosta, MG Lattanzi, P. Re Fiorentin, A. Spagna in publication

 MCMC fit to the Gaia DR3 data - Classical (MWC), MOND and GR (BG) RC 
Geometry-driven and dark-matter-sustained Milky Way rotation curves with Gaia DR3 

Best fit estimates as the median of the posteriors and their 1σ level credible interval

velocity profiles 

GR
MWC 

MOND

Stars = dust grains in 
axysimmetric and 

stationary spacetime  
(circular motion )

rin = bulge size  

Rout =  extension of the MW disk-> Galaxy size 

V0 =   velocity in the flat regime

Ansatz: the MW rotation curve is geometry driven?

DR3 sample: 

c o m p l e t e G a i a  
astrometric dataset


3 bands (G, BP, RP)


parallaxes good to 20%


radial velocity with better 
t h a n 2 0 % 
uncertainties 

719143 young disc stars 
within |z| < 1 kpc 
and up to R = 19 
kpc


241’918 OBA stars, 475’520 RGB 
giants, and 1’705 Cepheides 


radial cut at 4.5 kpc  
to avoid the bar influence

Gaia-NIR  17-18 Juan. 2024 , Crosta

VBG
c (R) =

V0

R (Rout − rin + r2
in + R2 − R2

out + R2)



Ø General relativistic model (BG):
• Stationary and axis-symmetric spacetime:
• Pressure-less perfect fluid:
• The corresponding Einstein equations are:

• ZAMO observers: locally non-rotating observers that have no angular momentum relative to flat infinity
and move on worldlines orthogonal to the hypersurfaces t = const. With respect to this class of observers,
the velocity of a co-moving dust particle is:

• The expected velocity is proportional to the off-diagonal term of the spacetime metric: pure GR effect that
we call gravitational dragging.
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Geometry-driven Milky Way rotation curve with Gaia DR3: 
direct comparison with DM and MOND paradigms.
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• From Gaia DR3, we built rotation curves of the MW from ! = 4.5 kpc to 19 kpc by carefully selecting stellar
populations that best trace the Galactic disc, including 241’918 OBA stars, 475’520 RGB giants and 1’705
Cepheides. RGB and DCEP stars are less affected than OBA objects by local non-axisymmetric perturbations.

• We showed that the general relativistic solution of [5] for an axisymmetric stationary metric coupled with a
pressure-less perfect fluid is consistent with the new analysis based on the latest Gaia data release,
consolidating the findings of [2].

• We also provided up-to-date results for both the classical model with dark matter and MOND: all the three
models can equivalently explain the observed rotational velocities of different MW disc populations, predicting
comparable estimates of the total baryonic mass and non-Newtonian contributions to the velocity profile that
quite favorably compensate the dark matter halo counterpart.

CONCLUSION

Rotation curves constitute the distinctive signature of disc galaxies, and their stellar kinematics traces the
gravitational potential due to different matter components. Therefore, we select 719’143 young disc stars within
|z| < 1 kpc and up to R = 19 kpc from the Gaia DR3, providing a much larger sample of high-quality astrometric
and spectro-photometric data of unprecedented homogeneity. This sample comprises 241’918 OBA stars,
475’520 RGB giants, and 1’705 Cepheides that we use to compare three different dynamical models: a classical
one with a dark matter halo, the MOND analogue, and a general relativistic one derived from a dust disc-scale
metric. The three models are found to explain, with similar quality, the new observed rotational velocities of the
different stellar populations of our Galaxy, providing parameter estimates consistent with previous works.
Moreover, predictions on the total baryonic mass are in agreement between the models, at least within the radial
range covered by our samples. Finally, the geometrical effect is expected to drive the velocity profile from 10-15
kpc outwards, while being responsible for 30-37% of this profile already at the Sun distance, similarly to the halo
contribution in the classical model and the pure Mondian boost in the low acceleration regime. With the best ever
Gaia data at our disposal, we are not yet able to exclude either scenario, as they are statistically equivalent.

ABSTRACT

The ESA Gaia mission delivers highly accurate kinematics of individual stellar components of the Milky Way that
has been processed through general relativistic astrometric models [1]. For consistency, the MW reconstruction
should be treated according to the theory underlining the data analysis: General Relativity (GR). On galaxy scales,
common practice is to consider the Newtonian limit of Einstein’s equations, while general relativistic effects are
intended as weak corrections only. Therefore, in the classical framework, a massive dark matter halo is required
to explain the observed flat profile of galaxy rotation curves. However, the small curvature limit in GR may not
generally coincide with the Newtonian regime, as a general relativistic model for the Milky Way has been
recently found successful in reproducing the observed rotation curve without the need for extra matter [2]. On
the other side, the MOdified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [3] represents one of the most robust alternatives to
dark matter on galaxy scales, since it has provided a remarkable predictive power in explaining several
observational evidences, such as the Baryonic Tully Fisher Relation and the Radial Acceleration Relation. These
reasons should suffice in pushing the investigation of to what extent Newton’s approximation of Einstein’s field
equations represents galactic dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

THREE DYNAMICAL MODELS
Ø Classical model with dark matter (MWC):
• Plummer stellar bulge (2 DoF) + Miyamoto-Nagai thin and thick stellar discs (2 x 3 DoF):

• Navarro-Frenk-White halo (2 DoF):

• The total velocity resulting from the Poisson equation is:
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Ø MOND model:
• The gravitational acceleration is , with

• is tightly constrained by the observed RAR of external galaxies (1 DoF) [4].
• Same modelling of baryonic distribution of the classical model (8 DoF).
• The expected circular velocity is function of the Newtonian one:
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Solution of Balasin and Grumiller (BG, 3 DoF) [5]:
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e⌫(r,z) = e⌫0 Assumed constant and constrained with
the local density at the Sun (1 DoF)
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(� +M�) for a static observer like Gaia.
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From ∼33 million stars with high precision astrometry and spectroscopic LOS velocities, we focus on three young
stellar populations, namely:
• O-,B-,A-type stars (OBA) from the Golden Sample, kinematically selected based on the Toomre diagram to

minimize possible halo contaminants. Trigonometric distances with parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Red Giants (RGB) with spectroscopic-derived metallicity [M/H] > −0.5 dex and disc-like kinematics. Only

objects on nearly-circular orbits (eccentricity < 0.1) are retained. Distances from parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Classical Cepheids (DCEP) with distances estimated from photometry.
To avoid the influence of the MW bar, a radial cut at 4.5 kpc is set. The final sample is made of 719’143 stars
including 241’918 OBA, 475’520 RGB and 1’705 DCEP. Average rotation curves are finally derived for each disc
population after binning data along the radial coordinate: as uncertainties, observed velocity dispersions are
considered instead of bootstrapped ones.

DISC TRACERS FROM GAIA DR3

RGB DCEPOBA
Figure 1: Disc populations projected on the

galactic plane. Most of OBA stars are

within 2-3 kpc from the Sun, therefore

local gravitational effects are expected.

RGB giants are typically within 4-5 kpc of

the Sun, while DCEP range up to 20 kpc:

local effects are azimuthally averaged.

The three velocity profiles, estimated with a Bayesian analysis and drawn as the coloured solid lines in Figure 2,
are both good representations of the observed (binned) data. The three models are found to be statistically
equivalent, as their comparisons with the WAIC and LOO tests show almost identical values.

RESULTS

Figure 2: Fitted rotation curves of the three dynamical models. Binned data points for

the full sample of selected disc tracers are represented with corresponding error bars.

The filled areas represent the 68% reliability intervals of each rotation curve; note that

for ! ≲ 4.5 kpc the curves are very uncertain because of the lack of data in that

region. Our Bayesian estimations are in good agreement for all the disc population

utilised, and for the mixtures thereof, in the regions of physical validity of the models.

Figure 3: Corner plots representing the 2D

posterior distributions of the parameters: the

contours indicate the 1# and 2# credible levels.

The marginal posterior distributions of each

parameter against the corresponding prior

distribution (in yellow) are shown on the

diagonal: the dashed lines mark the 1# interval

around the median values (solid lines).

All parameters are consistent with
previous works [1; 6-8], in particular:
• The baryonic matter components

from MWC and MOND are in
agreement; both estimate a total
stellar mass of ~ $ % &'!"(⨀.

• MWC: more extended bulge than
previous assumptions; total virial
mass of ~ 1 % 10$% M⨀.

• Larger value of !out than [2] due to
wider radial coverage of DR3 over
DR2.

• Baryonic mass in agreement
between all three models within the
region of validity of BG (relativistic
mass defined via the Komar integral).

Non-Newtonian contributions to the
rotation curve are consistent with
that of the dark matter halo: they
become predominant on the classical
baryonic counterpart from 10-15 kpc
outwards and, at the Sun distance,
they are responsible for the 30-37% of
the velocity profile.
Figure 4: The Mondian boost ($!""#$%&) in low

acceleration regimes follows from the

expression of V#$%& . The gravitational
dragging contribution of the BG model

( $'(!)*+
) is computed as the difference

between the total BG velocity profile and

the effective Newtonian contribution ($,%*+ ),

i.e., the predicted Newtonian velocity given

by the BG relativistic mass distribution.

W.Beordo, M.Crosta, MG Lattanzi, P. Re Fiorentin, A. Spagna in publication
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Figure 3. Density profiles of the MW at I = 0 for the two models, with their corresponding 68 per cent confidence intervals; in each panel, the red solid line
is the BG relativistic mass density dBG, while the blue solid line represents the total matter contribution dMWC

tot for the MWC model (i.e. the sum of the bulge
and the two discs as the baryonic counterpart, plus the dark matter halo). The green dashed line shows the contribution dMWC

bar of the sole baryonic matter for
the classical framework. The vertical grey dashed lines represent the values of Ain and 'out, while the vertical yellow band spans the radial range covered by the
sample. Finally, the black dot represents the local mass density inferred at the Sun position, i.e. dbar ('�) = 0.084 ± 0.012 M�pc�3 from McKee et al. (2015).

baryonic components fixed to the results of Pouliasis et al. (2017,
Model I). Estimates coming from more recent works (Watkins et al.
2019; Cautun et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020; Fritz et al. 2020; Deason
et al. 2021), that use di�erent methods and observational constraints
(such as distribution functions or Jeans’ spherical equation applied
to the kinematics of globular clusters or MW satellite galaxies), are
in agreement, within the errors, with our findings, although some
tension seems to be present with the smaller values, in the range
(5 ÷ 8) · 1011 M� , reported in Wang et al. (2022).

In addition, McMillan (2017) reported a total stellar mass of
(5.43±0.57) ·1010 M� that is almost two times smaller than our esti-
mates. Nevertheless, our results are closer to the value of 7.8·1010 M�
proposed by Pouliasis et al. (2017, Model I) for the total disc mass
of the MW; indeed, this value matches our estimates of the total
stellar mass once the mass of the bulge, ⇠ 1 · 1010 M� (Table 1), is
subtracted.

Figure 3 also shows that for radii smaller than about 4� 5 kpc (in-
side the non-axisymmetric regions of the MW) the relativistic mass
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ρ(R, z) = e−ν(R,z) 1
8πR2 [(∂RN(R, z))2 + (∂zN(R, z))2]

density profiles

Classical (MWC) 

GR

10 W. Beordo et al.

Table 2. Estimates of the local baryonic mass density dbar ('�) for each dataset and both models (respectively dMWC
bar,� and dBG

� ) and of the local dark matter

density dMWC
h,� ; the upper and lower bounds (estimated with the 15.87th and 84.13th percentiles) enclose their corresponding 1f credible intervals. "MWC

bar and

"BG are, respectively, the baryonic mass for the MWC model and the relativistic mass for the BG model (through Equation (13)), both enclosed within the
radial region covered by each of our datasets, i.e. 4.6 kpc . ' . 15 � 19 kpc (the yellow intervals in Figure 3), and within the corresponding e�ective vertical
width Ie� of the relativistic disc, i.e. |I |  Ie� (see Section 7 for its definition); while "MWC

¢ and "MWC
vir are respectively the total stellar mass and the virial

mass (i.e., the total mass at the virial radius 'MWC
vir ) of the Milky Way for the classical model.

Quantity OBA DCEP RGB OBA + DCEP RGB + DCEP ALL

dMWC
bar,� [M�pc�3] 0.075+0.017

�0.007 0.074+0.018
�0.006 0.076+0.017

�0.007 0.075+0.017
�0.007 0.075+0.017

�0.007 0.075+0.017
�0.007

dMWC
h,� [M�pc�3] 0.0093+0.0009

�0.0009 0.0092+0.0009
�0.0009 0.0084+0.0007

�0.0007 0.0083+0.0006
�0.0007 0.0088+0.0006

�0.0007 0.0088+0.0006
�0.0007

dBG
� [M�pc�3] 0.080+0.012

�0.012 0.080+0.013
�0.012 0.080+0.013

�0.012 0.081+0.012
�0.012 0.080+0.012

�0.012 0.080+0.012
�0.012

"MWC
bar [1010 M�] ⇠ 1.62 ⇠ 1.83 ⇠ 1.25 ⇠ 1.96 ⇠ 1.36 ⇠ 1.48

"BG [1010 M�] ⇠ 1.81 ⇠ 2.39 ⇠ 1.11 ⇠ 2.37 ⇠ 1.39 ⇠ 1.54

"MWC
¢ [1010 M�] ⇠ 9.2 ⇠ 9.3 ⇠ 9.3 ⇠ 10.1 ⇠ 9.2 ⇠ 9.3

"MWC
vir [1010 M�] ⇠ 113 ⇠ 107 ⇠ 102 ⇠ 84 ⇠ 104 ⇠ 102

'MWC
vir [kpc] ⇠ 215 ⇠ 211 ⇠ 207 ⇠ 195 ⇠ 209 ⇠ 208

density profile in the plane, assumed of baryonic nature, demands
more mass than what provided by the classical components, dark
halo included, of the MWC model. However, this is largely compen-
sated by the steeper slope of the BG mass density profile far from the
Galactic centre.

Now, given the quality of the data at our disposal, the question
arises if the predictions for the actual amount of baryonic mass in the
Galactic plane derived from the two models are actually compatible,
or not, with each other. To that purpose, as our metric is stationary
and axisymmetric, we compute the relativistic mass by applying the
Komar integral (Wald 1984), which in our case reduces to

" = �2
π

()0
0 � 1

2
))p�6 3

3
G, (13)

being ) the trace of )UV and 6 the determinant of the metric. The
integral has been evaluated within the radial region covered by each
of our datasets, i.e. 4.6 kpc . ' . 15 ÷ 19 kpc (the yellow intervals
in Figure 3), and within the corresponding e�ective vertical half-
width Ie� of the relativistic disc, i.e. |I |  Ie� (see Section 7 for
its definition). The integration from Equation (13) yields relativistic
masses of⇠ (1.1÷2.4) ·1010 M� , that compares quite favorably with
the values derived from integrating in the same region the baryonic
mass density provided by the MWC model ("BG and "

MWC
bar in

Table 2, respectively).

7 GRAVITATIONAL DRAGGING AND DARK HALO
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MILKY WAY ROTATION
CURVE

In order to define a method to compare non-Newtonian gravity mod-
els with or without some dark matter, de Almeida et al. (2018) con-
verted the observational rotation curve for some external galaxies
into a dataset of an e�ective analogue called the ‘e�ective Newto-
nian’ velocity profile+eN. Following our previous work (Crosta et al.
2020), we use the relativistic density d

BG (Equation (12)), for cal-
culating the e�ective Newtonian circular velocity profile +BG

eN at any
given point along ' from the relation of Binney & Tremaine (2008,
see Eq. 16 in Sec. 3.2 of de Almeida et al. 2018).

By subtracting +
BG
eN to the total velocity +

BG we are able to eval-

uate the amount of rotational velocity at I = 0,+BG
drag, due to grav-

itational dragging, which has no Newtonian counterpart, and then
compare it with the DM halo contribution to +

MWC
tot .

Nonetheless, in the formula for calculating (+BG
eN )2 the extension

of the integration along the I-axis is problematic since the BG model
is valid only in a very small region above and below the Galactic
plane. As well known, the model exhibits divergence problems near
the rotation axis, where the validity region must be restricted to
|I |  Ain. In light of these problems, it becomes di�cult to assess the
behavior of the BG model outside the Galactic plane. Therefore, to
compute+BG

eN we adopt the method described in Crosta et al. (2020),
and it is briefly summarised below.

In the radial domain of our experimental velocity data (i.e.,
from 4.5 kpc up to 20 kpc), we minimize the quadratic form
j

2 = ⌃8 (+BG
eN ('8 ; I:) � +

MWC
bar ('8))2 over I: , which represents

the e�ective relativistic half-thickness of the MW disc in the
BG model; this scale sets the limit of the vertical integration
of the relativistic density to compute numerically the e�ective
Newtonian circular velocity +

BG
eN at each value '8 of the ra-

dial coordinate. The pure Newtonian analogue, +MWC
bar ('8) is sim-

ply +
MWC
bar =

q
(+MWC

b )2 + (+MWC
td )2 + (+MWC

Td )2, where +
MWC
b ,

+
MWC
td and +

MWC
Td are the circular velocities due to the MW bulge,

thin and thick discs, respectively (the broken line curves depicted in
Figure 2).

The minimization process yields Ie� = 0.28, 0.30, 0.18, 0.30,
0.18, 0.20 kpc, respectively for OBA, DCEP, RGB, OBA+DCEP,
RGB+DCEP and all the stars together.

The red solid curve in Figure 4 illustrates the+BG
eN ('; Ie�) that the

minimization finds closest to +
MWC
bar ('), which is represented as a

blue solid line in the picture.
After these steps, we are finally able to calculate the amount

of rotational velocity across the MW plane due to gravitational
dragging: this is simply done by taking the square root of the
quadratic di�erence between +

⌫⌧ (') (Equation (8)) and the e�ec-
tive Newtonian circular velocity, as computed above, for the disc half-

thickness Ie� , i.e. +BG
drag ('; Ie�) =

q
(+BG ('))2 � (+BG

eN ('; Ie�))2.

The +BG
drag ('; Ie�) profile is shown in Figure 4 by the red dashed line

and it is compared to the blue dashed curve +MWC
h , the contribution

of the DM halo to+MWC
tot (') (this is the same as the grey solid line in

Figure 2). The gravitational dragging curve nears zero at ' ⇠ 5 kpc,
where +

BG
eN ('; Ie�) ⇠ +

BG ('), then grows sharply within 2.5 kpc
outwards overlapping the DM curve for most of the range displayed.
In particular, at the Sun’s position, for the classical framework the
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Best fit estimates as the median of the posteriors and their 1σ level credible interval

velocity profiles 

GR
MWC 

MOND

Stars = dust grains in 
axysimmetric and 

stationary spacetime  
(circular motion )

rin = bulge size  

Rout =  extension of the MW disk-> Galaxy size 

V0 =   velocity in the flat regime

N(r, z) = V0(Rout − rin) +
V0

2 ∑
±

( (z ± rin)2 + r2 − (z ± Rout)2 + r2)

Ansatz: the MW rotation curve is geometry driven?

DR3 sample: 

c o m p l e t e G a i a  
astrometric dataset


3 bands (G, BP, RP)


parallaxes good to 20%


radial velocity with better 
t h a n 2 0 % 
uncertainties 

719143 young disc stars 
within |z| < 1 kpc 
and up to R = 19 
kpc


241’918 OBA stars, 475’520 RGB 
giants, and 1’705 Cepheides 


radial cut at 4.5 kpc  
to avoid the bar influence

Gaia-NIR  17-18 Juan. 2024 , Crosta

VBG
c (R) =

V0

R (Rout − rin + r2
in + R2 − R2

out + R2)



Ø General relativistic model (BG):
• Stationary and axis-symmetric spacetime:
• Pressure-less perfect fluid:
• The corresponding Einstein equations are:

• ZAMO observers: locally non-rotating observers that have no angular momentum relative to flat infinity
and move on worldlines orthogonal to the hypersurfaces t = const. With respect to this class of observers,
the velocity of a co-moving dust particle is:

• The expected velocity is proportional to the off-diagonal term of the spacetime metric: pure GR effect that
we call gravitational dragging.
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• From Gaia DR3, we built rotation curves of the MW from ! = 4.5 kpc to 19 kpc by carefully selecting stellar
populations that best trace the Galactic disc, including 241’918 OBA stars, 475’520 RGB giants and 1’705
Cepheides. RGB and DCEP stars are less affected than OBA objects by local non-axisymmetric perturbations.

• We showed that the general relativistic solution of [5] for an axisymmetric stationary metric coupled with a
pressure-less perfect fluid is consistent with the new analysis based on the latest Gaia data release,
consolidating the findings of [2].

• We also provided up-to-date results for both the classical model with dark matter and MOND: all the three
models can equivalently explain the observed rotational velocities of different MW disc populations, predicting
comparable estimates of the total baryonic mass and non-Newtonian contributions to the velocity profile that
quite favorably compensate the dark matter halo counterpart.

CONCLUSION

Rotation curves constitute the distinctive signature of disc galaxies, and their stellar kinematics traces the
gravitational potential due to different matter components. Therefore, we select 719’143 young disc stars within
|z| < 1 kpc and up to R = 19 kpc from the Gaia DR3, providing a much larger sample of high-quality astrometric
and spectro-photometric data of unprecedented homogeneity. This sample comprises 241’918 OBA stars,
475’520 RGB giants, and 1’705 Cepheides that we use to compare three different dynamical models: a classical
one with a dark matter halo, the MOND analogue, and a general relativistic one derived from a dust disc-scale
metric. The three models are found to explain, with similar quality, the new observed rotational velocities of the
different stellar populations of our Galaxy, providing parameter estimates consistent with previous works.
Moreover, predictions on the total baryonic mass are in agreement between the models, at least within the radial
range covered by our samples. Finally, the geometrical effect is expected to drive the velocity profile from 10-15
kpc outwards, while being responsible for 30-37% of this profile already at the Sun distance, similarly to the halo
contribution in the classical model and the pure Mondian boost in the low acceleration regime. With the best ever
Gaia data at our disposal, we are not yet able to exclude either scenario, as they are statistically equivalent.

ABSTRACT

The ESA Gaia mission delivers highly accurate kinematics of individual stellar components of the Milky Way that
has been processed through general relativistic astrometric models [1]. For consistency, the MW reconstruction
should be treated according to the theory underlining the data analysis: General Relativity (GR). On galaxy scales,
common practice is to consider the Newtonian limit of Einstein’s equations, while general relativistic effects are
intended as weak corrections only. Therefore, in the classical framework, a massive dark matter halo is required
to explain the observed flat profile of galaxy rotation curves. However, the small curvature limit in GR may not
generally coincide with the Newtonian regime, as a general relativistic model for the Milky Way has been
recently found successful in reproducing the observed rotation curve without the need for extra matter [2]. On
the other side, the MOdified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [3] represents one of the most robust alternatives to
dark matter on galaxy scales, since it has provided a remarkable predictive power in explaining several
observational evidences, such as the Baryonic Tully Fisher Relation and the Radial Acceleration Relation. These
reasons should suffice in pushing the investigation of to what extent Newton’s approximation of Einstein’s field
equations represents galactic dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

THREE DYNAMICAL MODELS
Ø Classical model with dark matter (MWC):
• Plummer stellar bulge (2 DoF) + Miyamoto-Nagai thin and thick stellar discs (2 x 3 DoF):

• Navarro-Frenk-White halo (2 DoF):

• The total velocity resulting from the Poisson equation is:
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Ø MOND model:
• The gravitational acceleration is , with

• is tightly constrained by the observed RAR of external galaxies (1 DoF) [4].
• Same modelling of baryonic distribution of the classical model (8 DoF).
• The expected circular velocity is function of the Newtonian one:
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Solution of Balasin and Grumiller (BG, 3 DoF) [5]:
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e⌫(r,z) = e⌫0 Assumed constant and constrained with
the local density at the Sun (1 DoF)
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From ∼33 million stars with high precision astrometry and spectroscopic LOS velocities, we focus on three young
stellar populations, namely:
• O-,B-,A-type stars (OBA) from the Golden Sample, kinematically selected based on the Toomre diagram to

minimize possible halo contaminants. Trigonometric distances with parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Red Giants (RGB) with spectroscopic-derived metallicity [M/H] > −0.5 dex and disc-like kinematics. Only

objects on nearly-circular orbits (eccentricity < 0.1) are retained. Distances from parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Classical Cepheids (DCEP) with distances estimated from photometry.
To avoid the influence of the MW bar, a radial cut at 4.5 kpc is set. The final sample is made of 719’143 stars
including 241’918 OBA, 475’520 RGB and 1’705 DCEP. Average rotation curves are finally derived for each disc
population after binning data along the radial coordinate: as uncertainties, observed velocity dispersions are
considered instead of bootstrapped ones.

DISC TRACERS FROM GAIA DR3

RGB DCEPOBA
Figure 1: Disc populations projected on the

galactic plane. Most of OBA stars are

within 2-3 kpc from the Sun, therefore

local gravitational effects are expected.

RGB giants are typically within 4-5 kpc of

the Sun, while DCEP range up to 20 kpc:

local effects are azimuthally averaged.

The three velocity profiles, estimated with a Bayesian analysis and drawn as the coloured solid lines in Figure 2,
are both good representations of the observed (binned) data. The three models are found to be statistically
equivalent, as their comparisons with the WAIC and LOO tests show almost identical values.

RESULTS

Figure 2: Fitted rotation curves of the three dynamical models. Binned data points for

the full sample of selected disc tracers are represented with corresponding error bars.

The filled areas represent the 68% reliability intervals of each rotation curve; note that

for ! ≲ 4.5 kpc the curves are very uncertain because of the lack of data in that

region. Our Bayesian estimations are in good agreement for all the disc population

utilised, and for the mixtures thereof, in the regions of physical validity of the models.

Figure 3: Corner plots representing the 2D

posterior distributions of the parameters: the

contours indicate the 1# and 2# credible levels.

The marginal posterior distributions of each

parameter against the corresponding prior

distribution (in yellow) are shown on the

diagonal: the dashed lines mark the 1# interval

around the median values (solid lines).

All parameters are consistent with
previous works [1; 6-8], in particular:
• The baryonic matter components

from MWC and MOND are in
agreement; both estimate a total
stellar mass of ~ $ % &'!"(⨀.

• MWC: more extended bulge than
previous assumptions; total virial
mass of ~ 1 % 10$% M⨀.

• Larger value of !out than [2] due to
wider radial coverage of DR3 over
DR2.

• Baryonic mass in agreement
between all three models within the
region of validity of BG (relativistic
mass defined via the Komar integral).

Non-Newtonian contributions to the
rotation curve are consistent with
that of the dark matter halo: they
become predominant on the classical
baryonic counterpart from 10-15 kpc
outwards and, at the Sun distance,
they are responsible for the 30-37% of
the velocity profile.
Figure 4: The Mondian boost ($!""#$%&) in low

acceleration regimes follows from the

expression of V#$%& . The gravitational
dragging contribution of the BG model

( $'(!)*+
) is computed as the difference

between the total BG velocity profile and

the effective Newtonian contribution ($,%*+ ),

i.e., the predicted Newtonian velocity given

by the BG relativistic mass distribution.

Ø General relativistic model (BG):
• Stationary and axis-symmetric spacetime:
• Pressure-less perfect fluid:
• The corresponding Einstein equations are:

• ZAMO observers: locally non-rotating observers that have no angular momentum relative to flat infinity
and move on worldlines orthogonal to the hypersurfaces t = const. With respect to this class of observers,
the velocity of a co-moving dust particle is:

• The expected velocity is proportional to the off-diagonal term of the spacetime metric: pure GR effect that
we call gravitational dragging.
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• From Gaia DR3, we built rotation curves of the MW from ! = 4.5 kpc to 19 kpc by carefully selecting stellar
populations that best trace the Galactic disc, including 241’918 OBA stars, 475’520 RGB giants and 1’705
Cepheides. RGB and DCEP stars are less affected than OBA objects by local non-axisymmetric perturbations.

• We showed that the general relativistic solution of [5] for an axisymmetric stationary metric coupled with a
pressure-less perfect fluid is consistent with the new analysis based on the latest Gaia data release,
consolidating the findings of [2].

• We also provided up-to-date results for both the classical model with dark matter and MOND: all the three
models can equivalently explain the observed rotational velocities of different MW disc populations, predicting
comparable estimates of the total baryonic mass and non-Newtonian contributions to the velocity profile that
quite favorably compensate the dark matter halo counterpart.

CONCLUSION

Rotation curves constitute the distinctive signature of disc galaxies, and their stellar kinematics traces the
gravitational potential due to different matter components. Therefore, we select 719’143 young disc stars within
|z| < 1 kpc and up to R = 19 kpc from the Gaia DR3, providing a much larger sample of high-quality astrometric
and spectro-photometric data of unprecedented homogeneity. This sample comprises 241’918 OBA stars,
475’520 RGB giants, and 1’705 Cepheides that we use to compare three different dynamical models: a classical
one with a dark matter halo, the MOND analogue, and a general relativistic one derived from a dust disc-scale
metric. The three models are found to explain, with similar quality, the new observed rotational velocities of the
different stellar populations of our Galaxy, providing parameter estimates consistent with previous works.
Moreover, predictions on the total baryonic mass are in agreement between the models, at least within the radial
range covered by our samples. Finally, the geometrical effect is expected to drive the velocity profile from 10-15
kpc outwards, while being responsible for 30-37% of this profile already at the Sun distance, similarly to the halo
contribution in the classical model and the pure Mondian boost in the low acceleration regime. With the best ever
Gaia data at our disposal, we are not yet able to exclude either scenario, as they are statistically equivalent.

ABSTRACT

The ESA Gaia mission delivers highly accurate kinematics of individual stellar components of the Milky Way that
has been processed through general relativistic astrometric models [1]. For consistency, the MW reconstruction
should be treated according to the theory underlining the data analysis: General Relativity (GR). On galaxy scales,
common practice is to consider the Newtonian limit of Einstein’s equations, while general relativistic effects are
intended as weak corrections only. Therefore, in the classical framework, a massive dark matter halo is required
to explain the observed flat profile of galaxy rotation curves. However, the small curvature limit in GR may not
generally coincide with the Newtonian regime, as a general relativistic model for the Milky Way has been
recently found successful in reproducing the observed rotation curve without the need for extra matter [2]. On
the other side, the MOdified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [3] represents one of the most robust alternatives to
dark matter on galaxy scales, since it has provided a remarkable predictive power in explaining several
observational evidences, such as the Baryonic Tully Fisher Relation and the Radial Acceleration Relation. These
reasons should suffice in pushing the investigation of to what extent Newton’s approximation of Einstein’s field
equations represents galactic dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

THREE DYNAMICAL MODELS
Ø Classical model with dark matter (MWC):
• Plummer stellar bulge (2 DoF) + Miyamoto-Nagai thin and thick stellar discs (2 x 3 DoF):

• Navarro-Frenk-White halo (2 DoF):

• The total velocity resulting from the Poisson equation is:
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Ø MOND model:
• The gravitational acceleration is , with

• is tightly constrained by the observed RAR of external galaxies (1 DoF) [4].
• Same modelling of baryonic distribution of the classical model (8 DoF).
• The expected circular velocity is function of the Newtonian one:
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Solution of Balasin and Grumiller (BG, 3 DoF) [5]:
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e⌫(r,z) = e⌫0 Assumed constant and constrained with
the local density at the Sun (1 DoF)
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⇣ �̂ =

p
g��
M

(� +M�) for a static observer like Gaia.
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r
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From ∼33 million stars with high precision astrometry and spectroscopic LOS velocities, we focus on three young
stellar populations, namely:
• O-,B-,A-type stars (OBA) from the Golden Sample, kinematically selected based on the Toomre diagram to

minimize possible halo contaminants. Trigonometric distances with parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Red Giants (RGB) with spectroscopic-derived metallicity [M/H] > −0.5 dex and disc-like kinematics. Only

objects on nearly-circular orbits (eccentricity < 0.1) are retained. Distances from parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Classical Cepheids (DCEP) with distances estimated from photometry.
To avoid the influence of the MW bar, a radial cut at 4.5 kpc is set. The final sample is made of 719’143 stars
including 241’918 OBA, 475’520 RGB and 1’705 DCEP. Average rotation curves are finally derived for each disc
population after binning data along the radial coordinate: as uncertainties, observed velocity dispersions are
considered instead of bootstrapped ones.

DISC TRACERS FROM GAIA DR3

RGB DCEPOBA
Figure 1: Disc populations projected on the

galactic plane. Most of OBA stars are

within 2-3 kpc from the Sun, therefore

local gravitational effects are expected.

RGB giants are typically within 4-5 kpc of

the Sun, while DCEP range up to 20 kpc:

local effects are azimuthally averaged.

The three velocity profiles, estimated with a Bayesian analysis and drawn as the coloured solid lines in Figure 2,
are both good representations of the observed (binned) data. The three models are found to be statistically
equivalent, as their comparisons with the WAIC and LOO tests show almost identical values.

RESULTS

Figure 2: Fitted rotation curves of the three dynamical models. Binned data points for

the full sample of selected disc tracers are represented with corresponding error bars.

The filled areas represent the 68% reliability intervals of each rotation curve; note that

for ! ≲ 4.5 kpc the curves are very uncertain because of the lack of data in that

region. Our Bayesian estimations are in good agreement for all the disc population

utilised, and for the mixtures thereof, in the regions of physical validity of the models.

Figure 3: Corner plots representing the 2D

posterior distributions of the parameters: the

contours indicate the 1# and 2# credible levels.

The marginal posterior distributions of each

parameter against the corresponding prior

distribution (in yellow) are shown on the

diagonal: the dashed lines mark the 1# interval

around the median values (solid lines).

All parameters are consistent with
previous works [1; 6-8], in particular:
• The baryonic matter components

from MWC and MOND are in
agreement; both estimate a total
stellar mass of ~ $ % &'!"(⨀.

• MWC: more extended bulge than
previous assumptions; total virial
mass of ~ 1 % 10$% M⨀.

• Larger value of !out than [2] due to
wider radial coverage of DR3 over
DR2.

• Baryonic mass in agreement
between all three models within the
region of validity of BG (relativistic
mass defined via the Komar integral).

Non-Newtonian contributions to the
rotation curve are consistent with
that of the dark matter halo: they
become predominant on the classical
baryonic counterpart from 10-15 kpc
outwards and, at the Sun distance,
they are responsible for the 30-37% of
the velocity profile.
Figure 4: The Mondian boost ($!""#$%&) in low

acceleration regimes follows from the

expression of V#$%& . The gravitational
dragging contribution of the BG model

( $'(!)*+
) is computed as the difference

between the total BG velocity profile and

the effective Newtonian contribution ($,%*+ ),

i.e., the predicted Newtonian velocity given

by the BG relativistic mass distribution.

W.Beordo, M.Crosta, MG Lattanzi, P. Re Fiorentin, A. Spagna in publication
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Figure 3. Density profiles of the MW at I = 0 for the two models, with their corresponding 68 per cent confidence intervals; in each panel, the red solid line
is the BG relativistic mass density dBG, while the blue solid line represents the total matter contribution dMWC

tot for the MWC model (i.e. the sum of the bulge
and the two discs as the baryonic counterpart, plus the dark matter halo). The green dashed line shows the contribution dMWC

bar of the sole baryonic matter for
the classical framework. The vertical grey dashed lines represent the values of Ain and 'out, while the vertical yellow band spans the radial range covered by the
sample. Finally, the black dot represents the local mass density inferred at the Sun position, i.e. dbar ('�) = 0.084 ± 0.012 M�pc�3 from McKee et al. (2015).

baryonic components fixed to the results of Pouliasis et al. (2017,
Model I). Estimates coming from more recent works (Watkins et al.
2019; Cautun et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020; Fritz et al. 2020; Deason
et al. 2021), that use di�erent methods and observational constraints
(such as distribution functions or Jeans’ spherical equation applied
to the kinematics of globular clusters or MW satellite galaxies), are
in agreement, within the errors, with our findings, although some
tension seems to be present with the smaller values, in the range
(5 ÷ 8) · 1011 M� , reported in Wang et al. (2022).

In addition, McMillan (2017) reported a total stellar mass of
(5.43±0.57) ·1010 M� that is almost two times smaller than our esti-
mates. Nevertheless, our results are closer to the value of 7.8·1010 M�
proposed by Pouliasis et al. (2017, Model I) for the total disc mass
of the MW; indeed, this value matches our estimates of the total
stellar mass once the mass of the bulge, ⇠ 1 · 1010 M� (Table 1), is
subtracted.

Figure 3 also shows that for radii smaller than about 4� 5 kpc (in-
side the non-axisymmetric regions of the MW) the relativistic mass
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ρ(R, z) = e−ν(R,z) 1
8πR2 [(∂RN(R, z))2 + (∂zN(R, z))2]

density profiles

Classical (MWC) 

GR

(VBG
drag(Ri; |z |eff | ) = (VBG(R))2 − (VBG

eN (R; |z |eff ))2

amount of rotational velocity across 
the MW plane due to gravitational 
dragging

Dragging effect vs. halo effect

10 W. Beordo et al.

Table 2. Estimates of the local baryonic mass density dbar ('�) for each dataset and both models (respectively dMWC
bar,� and dBG

� ) and of the local dark matter

density dMWC
h,� ; the upper and lower bounds (estimated with the 15.87th and 84.13th percentiles) enclose their corresponding 1f credible intervals. "MWC

bar and

"BG are, respectively, the baryonic mass for the MWC model and the relativistic mass for the BG model (through Equation (13)), both enclosed within the
radial region covered by each of our datasets, i.e. 4.6 kpc . ' . 15 � 19 kpc (the yellow intervals in Figure 3), and within the corresponding e�ective vertical
width Ie� of the relativistic disc, i.e. |I |  Ie� (see Section 7 for its definition); while "MWC

¢ and "MWC
vir are respectively the total stellar mass and the virial

mass (i.e., the total mass at the virial radius 'MWC
vir ) of the Milky Way for the classical model.

Quantity OBA DCEP RGB OBA + DCEP RGB + DCEP ALL

dMWC
bar,� [M�pc�3] 0.075+0.017

�0.007 0.074+0.018
�0.006 0.076+0.017

�0.007 0.075+0.017
�0.007 0.075+0.017

�0.007 0.075+0.017
�0.007

dMWC
h,� [M�pc�3] 0.0093+0.0009

�0.0009 0.0092+0.0009
�0.0009 0.0084+0.0007

�0.0007 0.0083+0.0006
�0.0007 0.0088+0.0006

�0.0007 0.0088+0.0006
�0.0007

dBG
� [M�pc�3] 0.080+0.012

�0.012 0.080+0.013
�0.012 0.080+0.013

�0.012 0.081+0.012
�0.012 0.080+0.012

�0.012 0.080+0.012
�0.012

"MWC
bar [1010 M�] ⇠ 1.62 ⇠ 1.83 ⇠ 1.25 ⇠ 1.96 ⇠ 1.36 ⇠ 1.48

"BG [1010 M�] ⇠ 1.81 ⇠ 2.39 ⇠ 1.11 ⇠ 2.37 ⇠ 1.39 ⇠ 1.54

"MWC
¢ [1010 M�] ⇠ 9.2 ⇠ 9.3 ⇠ 9.3 ⇠ 10.1 ⇠ 9.2 ⇠ 9.3

"MWC
vir [1010 M�] ⇠ 113 ⇠ 107 ⇠ 102 ⇠ 84 ⇠ 104 ⇠ 102

'MWC
vir [kpc] ⇠ 215 ⇠ 211 ⇠ 207 ⇠ 195 ⇠ 209 ⇠ 208

density profile in the plane, assumed of baryonic nature, demands
more mass than what provided by the classical components, dark
halo included, of the MWC model. However, this is largely compen-
sated by the steeper slope of the BG mass density profile far from the
Galactic centre.

Now, given the quality of the data at our disposal, the question
arises if the predictions for the actual amount of baryonic mass in the
Galactic plane derived from the two models are actually compatible,
or not, with each other. To that purpose, as our metric is stationary
and axisymmetric, we compute the relativistic mass by applying the
Komar integral (Wald 1984), which in our case reduces to

" = �2
π

()0
0 � 1

2
))p�6 3

3
G, (13)

being ) the trace of )UV and 6 the determinant of the metric. The
integral has been evaluated within the radial region covered by each
of our datasets, i.e. 4.6 kpc . ' . 15 ÷ 19 kpc (the yellow intervals
in Figure 3), and within the corresponding e�ective vertical half-
width Ie� of the relativistic disc, i.e. |I |  Ie� (see Section 7 for
its definition). The integration from Equation (13) yields relativistic
masses of⇠ (1.1÷2.4) ·1010 M� , that compares quite favorably with
the values derived from integrating in the same region the baryonic
mass density provided by the MWC model ("BG and "

MWC
bar in

Table 2, respectively).

7 GRAVITATIONAL DRAGGING AND DARK HALO
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MILKY WAY ROTATION
CURVE

In order to define a method to compare non-Newtonian gravity mod-
els with or without some dark matter, de Almeida et al. (2018) con-
verted the observational rotation curve for some external galaxies
into a dataset of an e�ective analogue called the ‘e�ective Newto-
nian’ velocity profile+eN. Following our previous work (Crosta et al.
2020), we use the relativistic density d

BG (Equation (12)), for cal-
culating the e�ective Newtonian circular velocity profile +BG

eN at any
given point along ' from the relation of Binney & Tremaine (2008,
see Eq. 16 in Sec. 3.2 of de Almeida et al. 2018).

By subtracting +
BG
eN to the total velocity +

BG we are able to eval-

uate the amount of rotational velocity at I = 0,+BG
drag, due to grav-

itational dragging, which has no Newtonian counterpart, and then
compare it with the DM halo contribution to +

MWC
tot .

Nonetheless, in the formula for calculating (+BG
eN )2 the extension

of the integration along the I-axis is problematic since the BG model
is valid only in a very small region above and below the Galactic
plane. As well known, the model exhibits divergence problems near
the rotation axis, where the validity region must be restricted to
|I |  Ain. In light of these problems, it becomes di�cult to assess the
behavior of the BG model outside the Galactic plane. Therefore, to
compute+BG

eN we adopt the method described in Crosta et al. (2020),
and it is briefly summarised below.

In the radial domain of our experimental velocity data (i.e.,
from 4.5 kpc up to 20 kpc), we minimize the quadratic form
j

2 = ⌃8 (+BG
eN ('8 ; I:) � +

MWC
bar ('8))2 over I: , which represents

the e�ective relativistic half-thickness of the MW disc in the
BG model; this scale sets the limit of the vertical integration
of the relativistic density to compute numerically the e�ective
Newtonian circular velocity +

BG
eN at each value '8 of the ra-

dial coordinate. The pure Newtonian analogue, +MWC
bar ('8) is sim-

ply +
MWC
bar =

q
(+MWC

b )2 + (+MWC
td )2 + (+MWC

Td )2, where +
MWC
b ,

+
MWC
td and +

MWC
Td are the circular velocities due to the MW bulge,

thin and thick discs, respectively (the broken line curves depicted in
Figure 2).

The minimization process yields Ie� = 0.28, 0.30, 0.18, 0.30,
0.18, 0.20 kpc, respectively for OBA, DCEP, RGB, OBA+DCEP,
RGB+DCEP and all the stars together.

The red solid curve in Figure 4 illustrates the+BG
eN ('; Ie�) that the

minimization finds closest to +
MWC
bar ('), which is represented as a

blue solid line in the picture.
After these steps, we are finally able to calculate the amount

of rotational velocity across the MW plane due to gravitational
dragging: this is simply done by taking the square root of the
quadratic di�erence between +

⌫⌧ (') (Equation (8)) and the e�ec-
tive Newtonian circular velocity, as computed above, for the disc half-

thickness Ie� , i.e. +BG
drag ('; Ie�) =

q
(+BG ('))2 � (+BG

eN ('; Ie�))2.

The +BG
drag ('; Ie�) profile is shown in Figure 4 by the red dashed line

and it is compared to the blue dashed curve +MWC
h , the contribution

of the DM halo to+MWC
tot (') (this is the same as the grey solid line in

Figure 2). The gravitational dragging curve nears zero at ' ⇠ 5 kpc,
where +

BG
eN ('; Ie�) ⇠ +

BG ('), then grows sharply within 2.5 kpc
outwards overlapping the DM curve for most of the range displayed.
In particular, at the Sun’s position, for the classical framework the
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MWC 
GR

V@halo
V@grav. dragging 

Best fit estimates as the median of the posteriors and their 1σ level credible interval

velocity profiles 

GR
MWC 

MOND

MOND

The geometrical effect is expected to drive the velocity profile from 10-15 
kpc outwards, while being responsible for 30-37% of this profile already 
at the Sun distance, similarly to the halo contribution in the classical 
model and the pure Mondian boost in the low acceleration regime

Stars = dust grains in 
axysimmetric and 

stationary spacetime  
(circular motion )

rin = bulge size  

Rout =  extension of the MW disk-> Galaxy size 

V0 =   velocity in the flat regime

N(r, z) = V0(Rout − rin) +
V0

2 ∑
±

( (z ± rin)2 + r2 − (z ± Rout)2 + r2)

Ansatz: the MW rotation curve is geometry driven?

DR3 sample: 

c o m p l e t e G a i a  
astrometric dataset


3 bands (G, BP, RP)


parallaxes good to 20%


radial velocity with better 
t h a n 2 0 % 
uncertainties 

719143 young disc stars 
within |z| < 1 kpc 
and up to R = 19 
kpc


241’918 OBA stars, 475’520 RGB 
giants, and 1’705 Cepheides 


radial cut at 4.5 kpc  
to avoid the bar influence

Gaia-NIR  17-18 Juan. 2024 , Crosta

VBG
c (R) =

V0

R (Rout − rin + r2
in + R2 − R2

out + R2)



Ø General relativistic model (BG):
• Stationary and axis-symmetric spacetime:
• Pressure-less perfect fluid:
• The corresponding Einstein equations are:

• ZAMO observers: locally non-rotating observers that have no angular momentum relative to flat infinity
and move on worldlines orthogonal to the hypersurfaces t = const. With respect to this class of observers,
the velocity of a co-moving dust particle is:

• The expected velocity is proportional to the off-diagonal term of the spacetime metric: pure GR effect that
we call gravitational dragging.
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direct comparison with DM and MOND paradigms.
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• From Gaia DR3, we built rotation curves of the MW from ! = 4.5 kpc to 19 kpc by carefully selecting stellar
populations that best trace the Galactic disc, including 241’918 OBA stars, 475’520 RGB giants and 1’705
Cepheides. RGB and DCEP stars are less affected than OBA objects by local non-axisymmetric perturbations.

• We showed that the general relativistic solution of [5] for an axisymmetric stationary metric coupled with a
pressure-less perfect fluid is consistent with the new analysis based on the latest Gaia data release,
consolidating the findings of [2].

• We also provided up-to-date results for both the classical model with dark matter and MOND: all the three
models can equivalently explain the observed rotational velocities of different MW disc populations, predicting
comparable estimates of the total baryonic mass and non-Newtonian contributions to the velocity profile that
quite favorably compensate the dark matter halo counterpart.

CONCLUSION

Rotation curves constitute the distinctive signature of disc galaxies, and their stellar kinematics traces the
gravitational potential due to different matter components. Therefore, we select 719’143 young disc stars within
|z| < 1 kpc and up to R = 19 kpc from the Gaia DR3, providing a much larger sample of high-quality astrometric
and spectro-photometric data of unprecedented homogeneity. This sample comprises 241’918 OBA stars,
475’520 RGB giants, and 1’705 Cepheides that we use to compare three different dynamical models: a classical
one with a dark matter halo, the MOND analogue, and a general relativistic one derived from a dust disc-scale
metric. The three models are found to explain, with similar quality, the new observed rotational velocities of the
different stellar populations of our Galaxy, providing parameter estimates consistent with previous works.
Moreover, predictions on the total baryonic mass are in agreement between the models, at least within the radial
range covered by our samples. Finally, the geometrical effect is expected to drive the velocity profile from 10-15
kpc outwards, while being responsible for 30-37% of this profile already at the Sun distance, similarly to the halo
contribution in the classical model and the pure Mondian boost in the low acceleration regime. With the best ever
Gaia data at our disposal, we are not yet able to exclude either scenario, as they are statistically equivalent.

ABSTRACT

The ESA Gaia mission delivers highly accurate kinematics of individual stellar components of the Milky Way that
has been processed through general relativistic astrometric models [1]. For consistency, the MW reconstruction
should be treated according to the theory underlining the data analysis: General Relativity (GR). On galaxy scales,
common practice is to consider the Newtonian limit of Einstein’s equations, while general relativistic effects are
intended as weak corrections only. Therefore, in the classical framework, a massive dark matter halo is required
to explain the observed flat profile of galaxy rotation curves. However, the small curvature limit in GR may not
generally coincide with the Newtonian regime, as a general relativistic model for the Milky Way has been
recently found successful in reproducing the observed rotation curve without the need for extra matter [2]. On
the other side, the MOdified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [3] represents one of the most robust alternatives to
dark matter on galaxy scales, since it has provided a remarkable predictive power in explaining several
observational evidences, such as the Baryonic Tully Fisher Relation and the Radial Acceleration Relation. These
reasons should suffice in pushing the investigation of to what extent Newton’s approximation of Einstein’s field
equations represents galactic dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

THREE DYNAMICAL MODELS
Ø Classical model with dark matter (MWC):
• Plummer stellar bulge (2 DoF) + Miyamoto-Nagai thin and thick stellar discs (2 x 3 DoF):

• Navarro-Frenk-White halo (2 DoF):

• The total velocity resulting from the Poisson equation is:
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Ø MOND model:
• The gravitational acceleration is , with

• is tightly constrained by the observed RAR of external galaxies (1 DoF) [4].
• Same modelling of baryonic distribution of the classical model (8 DoF).
• The expected circular velocity is function of the Newtonian one:
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Solution of Balasin and Grumiller (BG, 3 DoF) [5]:
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e⌫(r,z) = e⌫0 Assumed constant and constrained with
the local density at the Sun (1 DoF)
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From ∼33 million stars with high precision astrometry and spectroscopic LOS velocities, we focus on three young
stellar populations, namely:
• O-,B-,A-type stars (OBA) from the Golden Sample, kinematically selected based on the Toomre diagram to

minimize possible halo contaminants. Trigonometric distances with parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Red Giants (RGB) with spectroscopic-derived metallicity [M/H] > −0.5 dex and disc-like kinematics. Only

objects on nearly-circular orbits (eccentricity < 0.1) are retained. Distances from parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Classical Cepheids (DCEP) with distances estimated from photometry.
To avoid the influence of the MW bar, a radial cut at 4.5 kpc is set. The final sample is made of 719’143 stars
including 241’918 OBA, 475’520 RGB and 1’705 DCEP. Average rotation curves are finally derived for each disc
population after binning data along the radial coordinate: as uncertainties, observed velocity dispersions are
considered instead of bootstrapped ones.

DISC TRACERS FROM GAIA DR3

RGB DCEPOBA
Figure 1: Disc populations projected on the

galactic plane. Most of OBA stars are

within 2-3 kpc from the Sun, therefore

local gravitational effects are expected.

RGB giants are typically within 4-5 kpc of

the Sun, while DCEP range up to 20 kpc:

local effects are azimuthally averaged.

The three velocity profiles, estimated with a Bayesian analysis and drawn as the coloured solid lines in Figure 2,
are both good representations of the observed (binned) data. The three models are found to be statistically
equivalent, as their comparisons with the WAIC and LOO tests show almost identical values.

RESULTS

Figure 2: Fitted rotation curves of the three dynamical models. Binned data points for

the full sample of selected disc tracers are represented with corresponding error bars.

The filled areas represent the 68% reliability intervals of each rotation curve; note that

for ! ≲ 4.5 kpc the curves are very uncertain because of the lack of data in that

region. Our Bayesian estimations are in good agreement for all the disc population

utilised, and for the mixtures thereof, in the regions of physical validity of the models.

Figure 3: Corner plots representing the 2D

posterior distributions of the parameters: the

contours indicate the 1# and 2# credible levels.

The marginal posterior distributions of each

parameter against the corresponding prior

distribution (in yellow) are shown on the

diagonal: the dashed lines mark the 1# interval

around the median values (solid lines).

All parameters are consistent with
previous works [1; 6-8], in particular:
• The baryonic matter components

from MWC and MOND are in
agreement; both estimate a total
stellar mass of ~ $ % &'!"(⨀.

• MWC: more extended bulge than
previous assumptions; total virial
mass of ~ 1 % 10$% M⨀.

• Larger value of !out than [2] due to
wider radial coverage of DR3 over
DR2.

• Baryonic mass in agreement
between all three models within the
region of validity of BG (relativistic
mass defined via the Komar integral).

Non-Newtonian contributions to the
rotation curve are consistent with
that of the dark matter halo: they
become predominant on the classical
baryonic counterpart from 10-15 kpc
outwards and, at the Sun distance,
they are responsible for the 30-37% of
the velocity profile.
Figure 4: The Mondian boost ($!""#$%&) in low

acceleration regimes follows from the

expression of V#$%& . The gravitational
dragging contribution of the BG model

( $'(!)*+
) is computed as the difference

between the total BG velocity profile and

the effective Newtonian contribution ($,%*+ ),

i.e., the predicted Newtonian velocity given

by the BG relativistic mass distribution.

Ø General relativistic model (BG):
• Stationary and axis-symmetric spacetime:
• Pressure-less perfect fluid:
• The corresponding Einstein equations are:

• ZAMO observers: locally non-rotating observers that have no angular momentum relative to flat infinity
and move on worldlines orthogonal to the hypersurfaces t = const. With respect to this class of observers,
the velocity of a co-moving dust particle is:

• The expected velocity is proportional to the off-diagonal term of the spacetime metric: pure GR effect that
we call gravitational dragging.
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• From Gaia DR3, we built rotation curves of the MW from ! = 4.5 kpc to 19 kpc by carefully selecting stellar
populations that best trace the Galactic disc, including 241’918 OBA stars, 475’520 RGB giants and 1’705
Cepheides. RGB and DCEP stars are less affected than OBA objects by local non-axisymmetric perturbations.

• We showed that the general relativistic solution of [5] for an axisymmetric stationary metric coupled with a
pressure-less perfect fluid is consistent with the new analysis based on the latest Gaia data release,
consolidating the findings of [2].

• We also provided up-to-date results for both the classical model with dark matter and MOND: all the three
models can equivalently explain the observed rotational velocities of different MW disc populations, predicting
comparable estimates of the total baryonic mass and non-Newtonian contributions to the velocity profile that
quite favorably compensate the dark matter halo counterpart.

CONCLUSION

Rotation curves constitute the distinctive signature of disc galaxies, and their stellar kinematics traces the
gravitational potential due to different matter components. Therefore, we select 719’143 young disc stars within
|z| < 1 kpc and up to R = 19 kpc from the Gaia DR3, providing a much larger sample of high-quality astrometric
and spectro-photometric data of unprecedented homogeneity. This sample comprises 241’918 OBA stars,
475’520 RGB giants, and 1’705 Cepheides that we use to compare three different dynamical models: a classical
one with a dark matter halo, the MOND analogue, and a general relativistic one derived from a dust disc-scale
metric. The three models are found to explain, with similar quality, the new observed rotational velocities of the
different stellar populations of our Galaxy, providing parameter estimates consistent with previous works.
Moreover, predictions on the total baryonic mass are in agreement between the models, at least within the radial
range covered by our samples. Finally, the geometrical effect is expected to drive the velocity profile from 10-15
kpc outwards, while being responsible for 30-37% of this profile already at the Sun distance, similarly to the halo
contribution in the classical model and the pure Mondian boost in the low acceleration regime. With the best ever
Gaia data at our disposal, we are not yet able to exclude either scenario, as they are statistically equivalent.

ABSTRACT

The ESA Gaia mission delivers highly accurate kinematics of individual stellar components of the Milky Way that
has been processed through general relativistic astrometric models [1]. For consistency, the MW reconstruction
should be treated according to the theory underlining the data analysis: General Relativity (GR). On galaxy scales,
common practice is to consider the Newtonian limit of Einstein’s equations, while general relativistic effects are
intended as weak corrections only. Therefore, in the classical framework, a massive dark matter halo is required
to explain the observed flat profile of galaxy rotation curves. However, the small curvature limit in GR may not
generally coincide with the Newtonian regime, as a general relativistic model for the Milky Way has been
recently found successful in reproducing the observed rotation curve without the need for extra matter [2]. On
the other side, the MOdified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [3] represents one of the most robust alternatives to
dark matter on galaxy scales, since it has provided a remarkable predictive power in explaining several
observational evidences, such as the Baryonic Tully Fisher Relation and the Radial Acceleration Relation. These
reasons should suffice in pushing the investigation of to what extent Newton’s approximation of Einstein’s field
equations represents galactic dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

THREE DYNAMICAL MODELS
Ø Classical model with dark matter (MWC):
• Plummer stellar bulge (2 DoF) + Miyamoto-Nagai thin and thick stellar discs (2 x 3 DoF):

• Navarro-Frenk-White halo (2 DoF):

• The total velocity resulting from the Poisson equation is:
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Ø MOND model:
• The gravitational acceleration is , with

• is tightly constrained by the observed RAR of external galaxies (1 DoF) [4].
• Same modelling of baryonic distribution of the classical model (8 DoF).
• The expected circular velocity is function of the Newtonian one:
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Solution of Balasin and Grumiller (BG, 3 DoF) [5]:
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e⌫(r,z) = e⌫0 Assumed constant and constrained with
the local density at the Sun (1 DoF)
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From ∼33 million stars with high precision astrometry and spectroscopic LOS velocities, we focus on three young
stellar populations, namely:
• O-,B-,A-type stars (OBA) from the Golden Sample, kinematically selected based on the Toomre diagram to

minimize possible halo contaminants. Trigonometric distances with parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Red Giants (RGB) with spectroscopic-derived metallicity [M/H] > −0.5 dex and disc-like kinematics. Only

objects on nearly-circular orbits (eccentricity < 0.1) are retained. Distances from parallaxes good up to 20%.
• Classical Cepheids (DCEP) with distances estimated from photometry.
To avoid the influence of the MW bar, a radial cut at 4.5 kpc is set. The final sample is made of 719’143 stars
including 241’918 OBA, 475’520 RGB and 1’705 DCEP. Average rotation curves are finally derived for each disc
population after binning data along the radial coordinate: as uncertainties, observed velocity dispersions are
considered instead of bootstrapped ones.

DISC TRACERS FROM GAIA DR3

RGB DCEPOBA
Figure 1: Disc populations projected on the

galactic plane. Most of OBA stars are

within 2-3 kpc from the Sun, therefore

local gravitational effects are expected.

RGB giants are typically within 4-5 kpc of

the Sun, while DCEP range up to 20 kpc:

local effects are azimuthally averaged.

The three velocity profiles, estimated with a Bayesian analysis and drawn as the coloured solid lines in Figure 2,
are both good representations of the observed (binned) data. The three models are found to be statistically
equivalent, as their comparisons with the WAIC and LOO tests show almost identical values.

RESULTS

Figure 2: Fitted rotation curves of the three dynamical models. Binned data points for

the full sample of selected disc tracers are represented with corresponding error bars.

The filled areas represent the 68% reliability intervals of each rotation curve; note that

for ! ≲ 4.5 kpc the curves are very uncertain because of the lack of data in that

region. Our Bayesian estimations are in good agreement for all the disc population

utilised, and for the mixtures thereof, in the regions of physical validity of the models.

Figure 3: Corner plots representing the 2D

posterior distributions of the parameters: the

contours indicate the 1# and 2# credible levels.

The marginal posterior distributions of each

parameter against the corresponding prior

distribution (in yellow) are shown on the

diagonal: the dashed lines mark the 1# interval

around the median values (solid lines).

All parameters are consistent with
previous works [1; 6-8], in particular:
• The baryonic matter components

from MWC and MOND are in
agreement; both estimate a total
stellar mass of ~ $ % &'!"(⨀.

• MWC: more extended bulge than
previous assumptions; total virial
mass of ~ 1 % 10$% M⨀.

• Larger value of !out than [2] due to
wider radial coverage of DR3 over
DR2.

• Baryonic mass in agreement
between all three models within the
region of validity of BG (relativistic
mass defined via the Komar integral).

Non-Newtonian contributions to the
rotation curve are consistent with
that of the dark matter halo: they
become predominant on the classical
baryonic counterpart from 10-15 kpc
outwards and, at the Sun distance,
they are responsible for the 30-37% of
the velocity profile.
Figure 4: The Mondian boost ($!""#$%&) in low

acceleration regimes follows from the

expression of V#$%& . The gravitational
dragging contribution of the BG model

( $'(!)*+
) is computed as the difference

between the total BG velocity profile and

the effective Newtonian contribution ($,%*+ ),

i.e., the predicted Newtonian velocity given

by the BG relativistic mass distribution.
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Figure 3. Density profiles of the MW at I = 0 for the two models, with their corresponding 68 per cent confidence intervals; in each panel, the red solid line
is the BG relativistic mass density dBG, while the blue solid line represents the total matter contribution dMWC

tot for the MWC model (i.e. the sum of the bulge
and the two discs as the baryonic counterpart, plus the dark matter halo). The green dashed line shows the contribution dMWC

bar of the sole baryonic matter for
the classical framework. The vertical grey dashed lines represent the values of Ain and 'out, while the vertical yellow band spans the radial range covered by the
sample. Finally, the black dot represents the local mass density inferred at the Sun position, i.e. dbar ('�) = 0.084 ± 0.012 M�pc�3 from McKee et al. (2015).

baryonic components fixed to the results of Pouliasis et al. (2017,
Model I). Estimates coming from more recent works (Watkins et al.
2019; Cautun et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020; Fritz et al. 2020; Deason
et al. 2021), that use di�erent methods and observational constraints
(such as distribution functions or Jeans’ spherical equation applied
to the kinematics of globular clusters or MW satellite galaxies), are
in agreement, within the errors, with our findings, although some
tension seems to be present with the smaller values, in the range
(5 ÷ 8) · 1011 M� , reported in Wang et al. (2022).

In addition, McMillan (2017) reported a total stellar mass of
(5.43±0.57) ·1010 M� that is almost two times smaller than our esti-
mates. Nevertheless, our results are closer to the value of 7.8·1010 M�
proposed by Pouliasis et al. (2017, Model I) for the total disc mass
of the MW; indeed, this value matches our estimates of the total
stellar mass once the mass of the bulge, ⇠ 1 · 1010 M� (Table 1), is
subtracted.

Figure 3 also shows that for radii smaller than about 4� 5 kpc (in-
side the non-axisymmetric regions of the MW) the relativistic mass
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ρ(R, z) = e−ν(R,z) 1
8πR2 [(∂RN(R, z))2 + (∂zN(R, z))2]

density profiles

Classical (MWC) 

GR

This again favourably points to the fact 
that a gravitational dragging-like effect 

could sustain a flat rotation curve

(VBG
drag(Ri; |z |eff | ) = (VBG(R))2 − (VBG

eN (R; |z |eff ))2

amount of rotational velocity across 
the MW plane due to gravitational 
dragging

Dragging effect vs. halo effect
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Table 2. Estimates of the local baryonic mass density dbar ('�) for each dataset and both models (respectively dMWC
bar,� and dBG

� ) and of the local dark matter

density dMWC
h,� ; the upper and lower bounds (estimated with the 15.87th and 84.13th percentiles) enclose their corresponding 1f credible intervals. "MWC

bar and

"BG are, respectively, the baryonic mass for the MWC model and the relativistic mass for the BG model (through Equation (13)), both enclosed within the
radial region covered by each of our datasets, i.e. 4.6 kpc . ' . 15 � 19 kpc (the yellow intervals in Figure 3), and within the corresponding e�ective vertical
width Ie� of the relativistic disc, i.e. |I |  Ie� (see Section 7 for its definition); while "MWC

¢ and "MWC
vir are respectively the total stellar mass and the virial

mass (i.e., the total mass at the virial radius 'MWC
vir ) of the Milky Way for the classical model.

Quantity OBA DCEP RGB OBA + DCEP RGB + DCEP ALL

dMWC
bar,� [M�pc�3] 0.075+0.017

�0.007 0.074+0.018
�0.006 0.076+0.017

�0.007 0.075+0.017
�0.007 0.075+0.017

�0.007 0.075+0.017
�0.007

dMWC
h,� [M�pc�3] 0.0093+0.0009

�0.0009 0.0092+0.0009
�0.0009 0.0084+0.0007

�0.0007 0.0083+0.0006
�0.0007 0.0088+0.0006

�0.0007 0.0088+0.0006
�0.0007

dBG
� [M�pc�3] 0.080+0.012

�0.012 0.080+0.013
�0.012 0.080+0.013

�0.012 0.081+0.012
�0.012 0.080+0.012

�0.012 0.080+0.012
�0.012

"MWC
bar [1010 M�] ⇠ 1.62 ⇠ 1.83 ⇠ 1.25 ⇠ 1.96 ⇠ 1.36 ⇠ 1.48

"BG [1010 M�] ⇠ 1.81 ⇠ 2.39 ⇠ 1.11 ⇠ 2.37 ⇠ 1.39 ⇠ 1.54

"MWC
¢ [1010 M�] ⇠ 9.2 ⇠ 9.3 ⇠ 9.3 ⇠ 10.1 ⇠ 9.2 ⇠ 9.3

"MWC
vir [1010 M�] ⇠ 113 ⇠ 107 ⇠ 102 ⇠ 84 ⇠ 104 ⇠ 102

'MWC
vir [kpc] ⇠ 215 ⇠ 211 ⇠ 207 ⇠ 195 ⇠ 209 ⇠ 208

density profile in the plane, assumed of baryonic nature, demands
more mass than what provided by the classical components, dark
halo included, of the MWC model. However, this is largely compen-
sated by the steeper slope of the BG mass density profile far from the
Galactic centre.

Now, given the quality of the data at our disposal, the question
arises if the predictions for the actual amount of baryonic mass in the
Galactic plane derived from the two models are actually compatible,
or not, with each other. To that purpose, as our metric is stationary
and axisymmetric, we compute the relativistic mass by applying the
Komar integral (Wald 1984), which in our case reduces to

" = �2
π

()0
0 � 1

2
))p�6 3

3
G, (13)

being ) the trace of )UV and 6 the determinant of the metric. The
integral has been evaluated within the radial region covered by each
of our datasets, i.e. 4.6 kpc . ' . 15 ÷ 19 kpc (the yellow intervals
in Figure 3), and within the corresponding e�ective vertical half-
width Ie� of the relativistic disc, i.e. |I |  Ie� (see Section 7 for
its definition). The integration from Equation (13) yields relativistic
masses of⇠ (1.1÷2.4) ·1010 M� , that compares quite favorably with
the values derived from integrating in the same region the baryonic
mass density provided by the MWC model ("BG and "

MWC
bar in

Table 2, respectively).

7 GRAVITATIONAL DRAGGING AND DARK HALO
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MILKY WAY ROTATION
CURVE

In order to define a method to compare non-Newtonian gravity mod-
els with or without some dark matter, de Almeida et al. (2018) con-
verted the observational rotation curve for some external galaxies
into a dataset of an e�ective analogue called the ‘e�ective Newto-
nian’ velocity profile+eN. Following our previous work (Crosta et al.
2020), we use the relativistic density d

BG (Equation (12)), for cal-
culating the e�ective Newtonian circular velocity profile +BG

eN at any
given point along ' from the relation of Binney & Tremaine (2008,
see Eq. 16 in Sec. 3.2 of de Almeida et al. 2018).

By subtracting +
BG
eN to the total velocity +

BG we are able to eval-

uate the amount of rotational velocity at I = 0,+BG
drag, due to grav-

itational dragging, which has no Newtonian counterpart, and then
compare it with the DM halo contribution to +

MWC
tot .

Nonetheless, in the formula for calculating (+BG
eN )2 the extension

of the integration along the I-axis is problematic since the BG model
is valid only in a very small region above and below the Galactic
plane. As well known, the model exhibits divergence problems near
the rotation axis, where the validity region must be restricted to
|I |  Ain. In light of these problems, it becomes di�cult to assess the
behavior of the BG model outside the Galactic plane. Therefore, to
compute+BG

eN we adopt the method described in Crosta et al. (2020),
and it is briefly summarised below.

In the radial domain of our experimental velocity data (i.e.,
from 4.5 kpc up to 20 kpc), we minimize the quadratic form
j

2 = ⌃8 (+BG
eN ('8 ; I:) � +

MWC
bar ('8))2 over I: , which represents

the e�ective relativistic half-thickness of the MW disc in the
BG model; this scale sets the limit of the vertical integration
of the relativistic density to compute numerically the e�ective
Newtonian circular velocity +

BG
eN at each value '8 of the ra-

dial coordinate. The pure Newtonian analogue, +MWC
bar ('8) is sim-

ply +
MWC
bar =

q
(+MWC

b )2 + (+MWC
td )2 + (+MWC

Td )2, where +
MWC
b ,

+
MWC
td and +

MWC
Td are the circular velocities due to the MW bulge,

thin and thick discs, respectively (the broken line curves depicted in
Figure 2).

The minimization process yields Ie� = 0.28, 0.30, 0.18, 0.30,
0.18, 0.20 kpc, respectively for OBA, DCEP, RGB, OBA+DCEP,
RGB+DCEP and all the stars together.

The red solid curve in Figure 4 illustrates the+BG
eN ('; Ie�) that the

minimization finds closest to +
MWC
bar ('), which is represented as a

blue solid line in the picture.
After these steps, we are finally able to calculate the amount

of rotational velocity across the MW plane due to gravitational
dragging: this is simply done by taking the square root of the
quadratic di�erence between +

⌫⌧ (') (Equation (8)) and the e�ec-
tive Newtonian circular velocity, as computed above, for the disc half-

thickness Ie� , i.e. +BG
drag ('; Ie�) =

q
(+BG ('))2 � (+BG

eN ('; Ie�))2.

The +BG
drag ('; Ie�) profile is shown in Figure 4 by the red dashed line

and it is compared to the blue dashed curve +MWC
h , the contribution

of the DM halo to+MWC
tot (') (this is the same as the grey solid line in

Figure 2). The gravitational dragging curve nears zero at ' ⇠ 5 kpc,
where +

BG
eN ('; Ie�) ⇠ +

BG ('), then grows sharply within 2.5 kpc
outwards overlapping the DM curve for most of the range displayed.
In particular, at the Sun’s position, for the classical framework the
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MWC 
GR

 Crosta M., Giammaria M., Lattanzi M. G., Poggio E., MNRAS (2020)V@halo
V@grav. dragging 

Best fit estimates as the median of the posteriors and their 1σ level credible interval

velocity profiles 

GR
MWC 

MOND

MOND

The geometrical effect is expected to drive the velocity profile from 10-15 
kpc outwards, while being responsible for 30-37% of this profile already 
at the Sun distance, similarly to the halo contribution in the classical 
model and the pure Mondian boost in the low acceleration regime

Stars = dust grains in 
axysimmetric and 

stationary spacetime  
(circular motion )

rin = bulge size  

Rout =  extension of the MW disk-> Galaxy size 

V0 =   velocity in the flat regime

N(r, z) = V0(Rout − rin) +
V0

2 ∑
±

( (z ± rin)2 + r2 − (z ± Rout)2 + r2)

Ansatz: the MW rotation curve is geometry driven?

DR3 sample: 

c o m p l e t e G a i a  
astrometric dataset


3 bands (G, BP, RP)


parallaxes good to 20%


radial velocity with better 
t h a n 2 0 % 
uncertainties 

719143 young disc stars 
within |z| < 1 kpc 
and up to R = 19 
kpc


241’918 OBA stars, 475’520 RGB 
giants, and 1’705 Cepheides 


radial cut at 4.5 kpc  
to avoid the bar influence
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VBG
c (R) =

V0

R (Rout − rin + r2
in + R2 − R2

out + R2)



1. Stationarity and axisymmetry spacetime may include Kerr solution for the bulge as well as different disc solutions

2.Regions around the bulge and the bar need relativistic hydrodynamics, where equilibrium conditions are not  possible 



ζ ̂ϕ =
gϕϕ

M
(β + Mϕ)
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Relativistic kinematics, valid regardless the geometry

1. Stationarity and axisymmetry spacetime may include Kerr solution for the bulge as well as different disc solutions

2.Regions around the bulge and the bar need relativistic hydrodynamics, where equilibrium conditions are not  possible 

β coordinate angular velocity 
M Mϕ geometric terms

spatial velocity w.r.t the local non-rotating observer
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Gravitational dragging working at disc scale?
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Relativistic kinematics, valid regardless the geometry

of the co-rotating 
star as seen by an 

asymptotic observer 
at rest wrt to infinity

Different from the IAU metric!

1. Stationarity and axisymmetry spacetime may include Kerr solution for the bulge as well as different disc solutions

2.Regions around the bulge and the bar need relativistic hydrodynamics, where equilibrium conditions are not  possible 

β coordinate angular velocity 
M Mϕ geometric terms

spatial velocity w.r.t the local non-rotating observer

a gravitational dragging "DM-like" effect driving the Galaxy velocity rotation curve could imply that geometry - unseen but perceived as 
manifestation of gravity according to Einstein’s equation - is responsible of the flatness at large Galactic radii
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GR effects on the stars close to the MW center? 
Realtivistic hydrodynamics for the bulge/bar? 

Testing BH model?

a gravitational dragging "DM-like" effect driving the Galaxy velocity rotation curve could imply that geometry - unseen but perceived as 
manifestation of gravity according to Einstein’s equation - is responsible of the flatness at large Galactic radii
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β coordinate angular velocity 
M Mϕ geometric terms

spatial velocity w.r.t the local non-rotating observer

GR effects on the stars close to the MW center? 
Realtivistic hydrodynamics for the bulge/bar? 

Testing BH model?

Peering into hidden parts is utmost fundamental  to establish boundary matching conditions between  internal/
external Einstein’s solutions  

 new solutions & new observables (i.e. metric solutions to describe the evolution of a multistructured Galaxy, 
avoiding unphysical global solutions)

a gravitational dragging "DM-like" effect driving the Galaxy velocity rotation curve could imply that geometry - unseen but perceived as 
manifestation of gravity according to Einstein’s equation - is responsible of the flatness at large Galactic radii



A new kinematic model of the Galaxy: analysis of the stellar velocity field from Gaia D3,  
Akhmetov et al. 2024, under review process

Kinematic analysis of the Galaxy with Gaia DR3 using a Taylor decomposition of the velocity field up to second order  -> maps of the velocity 
components and of their partial derivatives with respect to Galactocentric coordinates within 10 kpc of the Sun reveal complex substructures

Second order partial derivatives of the stellar velocity field allows us to determine the values 
of the vertical gradient of the Galaxy azimuthal, radial and vertical velocities-> spiral arms 


evidence of waps and non-
axisymmetric bar features of the Galaxy 

Gaia-NIR  17-18 Juan. 2024 , Crosta

Gaia-Nir will peer through the dust of the MW to create a dense sampling of the phase-space to further test  the bulge, bar, bar-disc interface 
and spiral arms  

Distribution of 18 million 
high luminosity stars (i.e., 

young OB, giants and 
subgiants) from Gaia DR3



 MCMC fit to external Galaxies

Velocity profiles (SPARC data) 
Classical (MWC)                         GR (BG) 

Best fit estimates as the median of the posteriors and their 1σ level credible interval

✓Extend the MW “geometries” to other galaxies:, the “geometries" of the Galaxy 
can play a reference role for other galaxies,  just like the Sun for stellar models
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The mandatory use of GR for astrometry in space has opened new possibilities and strategies to apply Einstein’s Theory in classical astronomy 
domain and provided “laboratories” to exploit at best the standard theory of gravity, , i.e. any modification of GR is done with GR as background 
theory!

From Relativistic Astrometry to Gravitational Astrometry:  
data interpretation, the impact of GR models for Fundamental Physics/ Local Cosmology
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Relativistic astrometry  -> GR models for data analysis and processing, methods of cross-checking verifications, GR tools to update BCRS, 
relativistic kinematics, new GW detection (and GW direction with sub-arcsec accuracy!) via differential astrometry: 

~2 billion common stars from Gaia with a 20yr time gap would give PM’s 20 times better and open many new science cases; sub-μarcsec PMs 
for common stars 
Resetting the Gaia optical RF and catalogue. Expansion of the optical RF to the NIR  
Cosmological gravitational waves 

Gravitational astrometry ->  quantitative evidence of the differences between the Newtonian and GR approaches to MW dynamics,  geometries 
for the MW substructures; astrophysical nature of GW sources 

astrometry and photometry to probe the dynamically important hidden regions/populations of the Galaxy
GW signatures from white dwarfs, stellar BHs and/or lensing effects
better definition of the MW rotation curves
what dark matter is and how is it distributed, how the Milky Way was formed and how has it been impacted by mergers and collisions?
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